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Document Structure



TEI Header

<teiHeader>
<fileDesc/> <!-- Describes the XML file -->
<encodingDesc/> <!-- Describes the encoding of sources -->
<profileDesc/> <!-- Describes the text -->
<xenoData/> <!-- Place for non-TEI Metadata -->
<revisionDesc/> <!-- Changelog -->

</teiHeader>



TEI Header

<teiHeader>
<fileDesc/>
<sourceDesc/> <!-- Contains <listWit> -->
<encodingDesc/> <!-- Contains <variantEncoding> -->
<profileDesc/>
<xenoData/>
<revisionDesc/>

</teiHeader>



Minimal Text-Critical TEI Header I
<teiHeader>
<fileDesc>
<titleStmt>
<title>De adamante lapide</title>
</titleStmt>
<publicationStmt>
<authority/>
</publicationStmt>
<sourceDesc>
<listWit>
<witness xml:id="C">Cambridge, Corpus Christi College MS 419</witness>
<witness xml:id="H">Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Hatton 113</witness>

</listWit>
</sourceDesc>
</fileDesc>



Minimal Text-Critical TEI Header II

<encodingDesc>
<variantEncoding method="parallel-segmentation" location="internal"/>
</encodingDesc>
<profileDesc/>

</teiHeader>



The Critical Apparatus



Design Considerations

▶ Do we want to encode a base text?
▶ Do we need exact lemma reference?
▶ Will the XML be written with mechanical assistance?



Three Linking Approaches

Location-Referenced
▶ Assumes a conventional way of referencing the lemma (e.g. by verse line)
▶ Does not encode its location within a block (e.g. the verse line)

Double End-Point Attachment
▶ Specifies from and to
▶ Relies on anchors with @xml:id identifiers

Parallel Segmentation
▶ Encodes lemma and variants as children to the same parent element
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Location-Referenced Linking

Advantages
▶ Apparatus may be separated from text, keeping the latter readable, or kept within each

text block, thus offers flexibility
▶ Lemmata may overlap

Disadvantages
▶ Invites ambiguity (e.g. two instances of the same lemma form in one line)
▶ Impossible to reconstruct full witnesses mechanically



Linking by Double End-Point Attachment

Advantages
▶ Mechanically reconstruct any one witness
▶ Lemmata may overlap

Disadvantages
▶ Too labour-intensive to construct manually
▶ Although the apparatus may be located externally to the text, the latter is nevertheless

hard to read with all the anchors



Linking by Parallel Segmentation

Advantages
▶ Mechanically reconstruct any one witness
▶ Easy to switch base texts, or abandon the base-text approach at any time

Disadvantages
▶ Harder to read the XML text as a text
▶ Lemmata cannot not overlap
▶ Labour-intensivity depends on the nature of the source



TEI Header Linking Declaration

One of the following must appear in the TEI header under <encodingDesc>:

<variantEncoding method="location-referenced" location="external"/>
<variantEncoding method="location-referenced" location="internal"/>
<variantEncoding method="double-end-point" location="external"/>
<variantEncoding method="double-end-point" location="internal"/>
<variantEncoding method="parallel-segmentation" location="internal"/>



Given Three Witnesses:

C: ic þe bidde and beode þæt þu gode ælmihtigum gehyrsum sy

L: ic þe halsige and beode and hate þæt þu gode ælfmihtigum hyrsumige

B: ic þe bidde and beode eac þæt ðu gode ælmihtigum georne hyre



The Parallel-Segmentation Approach

ic þe <app>
<lem wit="#C #B">bidde</lem>
<rdg wit="#L">halsige</rdg>
</app> and beode <app>
<lem wit="#L">and hate</lem>
<rdg wit="#B">eac</rdg>
</app> þæt <app>
<lem wit="#C">þu</lem>
<rdg wit="#L #B">ðu</rdg>
</app> gode

<app>
<lem wit="#C #B">ælmihtigum</lem>
<rdg wit="#L">ælfmihtigum</rdg>

</app> <app>
<lem wit="#C">gehyrsum sy</lem>
<rdg wit="#L">hyrsumige</rdg>
<rdg wit="#B">georne hyre</rdg>

</app>



A Warning Concerning Mechanical Reconstruction

Unreliable unless you record variants even in capitalization and punctuation.

Hence it is easier to use the TEI critical apparatus to create a traditional apparatus based on a
base text than it is to encode a single XML file in order to reproduce more than one variant
precisely.
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